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THE JAK2 V617F MUTATION IN LUNG CANCER: CAVEAT EMPTOR
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As acquisition of the JAK2 V6�7F is considered 
to �e restricted to myeloid malignancies� the recurrent 
identification of this mutation in non-small cell lung cancer 
�NSCLC� merits discussion� particularly in the light of ac-
cumulating evidence which suggests that the JAK2 V6�7F 
may not �e a true driver mutation of NSCLC. Targeted 
exon sequencing �TES� of solid tumors �y a variety 
of next-generation sequencing approaches has �ecome 
incorporated into routine la�oratory practice with the a�il-
ity to identify clinically actiona�le targets with increasing 
precision and sensitivity. Previous TES studies of NSCLC 
specimens have repeatedly identified the JAK2 V6�7F 
and proposed that lung tumors har�oring this mutation 
would �e amena�le to therapy with JAK inhi�itors [�� �]. 
While the percentage of samples appears small� these 
findings are not trivial when considering the glo�al inci-
dence of NSCLC.

The JAK2 V6�7F mutation is the most common� so-
matic driver mutation in the Philadelphia chromosome-
negative myeloproliferative neoplasms �MPN�� present 
in nearly all polycythemia vera �PV� patients and in more 
than half of patients with essential throm�ocythemia 
and primary myelofi�rosis. Acquisition of this mutation 
results in constitutive activation of the JAK-STAT path-
way� critical for hematopoietic growth factor signalling� 
and a consequent expansion of mature myeloid cell 
types. Present in three distinct diseases� supplemen-
tary genetic� epigenetic and host factors are all likely 
to interact and play a role in determining the phenotype. 
The discovery of the JAK2 V6�7F mutation in ���5 has 
led to the �reakthrough of a plethora of JAK�/� inhi�i-
tors for MPN patients currently in routine use� in clinical 
trials� or in drug development pipelines [�]. While found 
predominantly in MPN� the JAK2 V6�7F is also present 
at lower frequencies in other myeloid malignancies such 
as myelodysplastic/myeloproliferative syndromes and 
acute myeloid leukemia. Intriguingly� founder clones 
driven �y the JAK2 V6�7F and mutations in other myeloid 
malignancy-associated� epigenetic modifier genes such 
as DNMT3A and TET2 have �een detected in the �lood 
of hematologically normal individuals with this clonal 
hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential �CHIP� cumu-
latively accruing with advancing age [�].

Evidence for the casual nature of the JAK2 V6�7F 
in NSCLC has come from several sources. Firstly� after 

the first description of the JAK2 V6�7F in MPN patients� 
analysis of solid tumor cell lines� cultured free from 
hematopoietic cells� did not reveal presence of this 
mutation [5]. Secondly� misattri�ution of a JAK2 V6�7F 
mutation to a solid cancer �duodenal� was provided 
in an informative case of known PV in which TES of tu-
mor and constitutional �NA highlighted this nuance [6]. 
Furthermore� the variant allele frequency of NSCLC 
driver mutations is high: in contrast� the variant allele 
frequency of JAK2 V6�7F mutations reported in NSCLC 
is almost invaria�ly less than ��% [�� �] reflecting the 
presence of a low num�er of cells with this mutation. 
Lastly� recently pu�lished studies have shed some light 
on the magnitude of CHIP contamination in TES analy-
sis: comparison of tumor and paired peripheral �lood 
samples revealed CHIP mutations erroneously ascri�ed 
to the tumor in a significant num�er of cases [7�9]. This 
phenomenon has also �een o�served in TES studies 
of cell free �NA where nearly all JAK2 mutations de-
tected were derived from CHIP [��]. Therefore� with 
clinical exclusion of a co-existing MPN� the JAK2 V6�7F 
more than likely represents hematopoietic-derived CHIP 
in tumor samples advocating caution in assigning clini-
cal relevance to these mutations.

By classical definition� tumor cells have a growth 
advantage over their neigh�ours and in order for this 
growth to �e perpetuated� a �lood supply is required. 
Therefore� all tumor specimens must �e considered 
to possess at least some degree of hematopoietic cell 
infiltration in which either somatic or CHIP-associated 
mutations are more likely to �e identified �y the enhanced 
sensitivity of TES technologies and �ioinformatics. 
It would appear that simultaneous TES analysis of patient 
tumor and matched peripheral �lood is now necessary 
�especially in elderly patients� to exclude the presence 
of a JAK2 V6�7F-positive MPN� other co-existing hema-
topoietic malignancies or CHIP� prompting review of �oth 
sample acquisition procedures and economic impact. 
In �oth lung and other solid tumors� a�normalities of the 
JAK-STAT signalling pathway are well documented; 
however� recent evidence suggests a limited role� if any� 
of the MPN-associated JAK2 V6�7F in these diseases.
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